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Notify

Notify is “Real Time” Health & Safety in your 
Pocket. 

From the Vault Notify home screen you can 
see all the corrective actions assigned to 
you and their current statuses.

The Home Screen



Add An Event
Initiate

“An Event is anything that has caused or 
had the potential to cause harm”.

Adding an event is intuitively simple.

Tap the “Plus icon” and all the event 
types are displayed.

Select the required event and proceed.

Note: that this display may be different 
depending on your system 
configuration



Add An Event
Event Categories

From the Add event screen you can 
load multiple types of information:

Media (photo’s or videos)

The location

The worker involved

Event description

Injury Type

Populate this information in any order 
that you wish.



Add An Event
Media

It’s best practice to attach visual 
evidence of the Event if appropriate.

Select the “Plus Icon” and this media 
can be captured directly in the notify 
app via the device's Camera.

Or added later from your devices media 
gallery.



Add An Event
Media Continued

Once captured this media can be 
managed. 

Or edited from within the app according 
to requirements.

To do so Tap the edit icon                       
and select the appropriate option.



Add An Event
Location

Use the 'Location' section to be as 
specific as possible about where the 
event occurred. 

This can be done be either selecting
the appropriate 'Site' & 'Department' 
from your company structure (Tap and 
search/select).

Or if the event happen off-site, by 
ensuring that the GPS 'Pin placement of 
your Location' is correct.

Note: That if you have no GPS signal at 
your location - you can also 'Place a Pin' 
manually.



Add An Event
The Worker Involved

Select the person involved in the event 
by either scrolling through the 
employees list or by entering his or her 
name into the worker field and select
accordingly
Smart search functionality will zero in on 
the employee required.

Note: That if the person involved is a 3rd 
party just keep typing and their name 
will display as “other person” to indicate 
this.



Add An Event
Description - Date & Time

The “Event Date & Time” must both be 
stipulated.

Tap the Date field and select the 
appropriate date from the calendar then 
Select ok.

Tap the time field and select the 
appropriate time on the clock (hour then 
minute) then Select done.



Add An Event
Description - Subject

The “Subject field” list’s most of the 
probable event scenario’s - So Tap the 
field and then select the most 
appropriate option relating to the event.

At this point you can also stipulate
whether the event happened off site.



Add An Event
Description - What?

For the “What happened” field Tap to 
enter a full and detailed account of the 
event.

Also enter “Who anyone else was 
involved”.

And enter “What actions were taken” for 
the event.



Add An Event
Add Injury(s)

In the injuries section it’s best practice to 
detail the type of Injury(s) sustained.
Select the “Plus Icon” and follow the 
pop-ups to accurately stipulate the 
injury.

Adding them to the Injury list when 
done.

For multiple injuries simply repeat.

Ensuring the “Primary injury” is correctly 
stated.

Tap to   
add injury



Add An Event
Edit Injury List

If you wish to edit an entry simply Tap
the record, and make the appropriate 
changes.



Add An Event
Delete Injury

Deleting is as easy as Tapping the 
rubbish bin icon.

and then selecting the icon to delete. 

Then re-saving the updated record.



Add An Event
Submit Event

To submit the report Tap the Tick icon 

“Pop-Up” notification will advise the 
event has been saved successfully and 
provide an event reference number.

“IF” submitted successfully - the event 
has now been added to the “Pending 
Events Register”.



Add An Event
Information missing

If you have missed a mandatory field, 
“Pop-Up” advice will indicate  that 
required fields have been missed.

Simply update the required fields and 
submit once more.

The event has now been added to the 
“Pending Events Register”.




